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Home

BETA This is a new service - your feedback (/feedback) will help us to improve it.

hs2consents@warwickshire.gov.uk (/user/aHMyY29uc2VudHNAd2Fyd2lja3NoaXJlLmdvdi51aw==)(Sign out) (/logout)

Works record Reference: TA003THW-AN-WCC-LM-624 Works planned
Key details

View on map (/work-location-map?work_reference_number=TA003THW-AN-WCC-LM-624)

USRN 42301247
Road/Street RED LANE
Town KENILWORTH
Road type Carriageway type 4 (up to 0.5 MSA)
Location coordinates 426889.60 - 275600.33
Highway authority WARWICKSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL
Promoter organisation HS2 LTD
Location description Within Act limits
Works description Installation of signalised crossing for the temporary KGW
Works start date 24/08/2020 08:00
Works end date 18/12/2020 18:00

Works history

View history (/works/TA003THW-AN-WCC-LM-624/history)

Date and
time Topic Details Username
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Date and
time Topic Details Username

18/08/2020
17:41 Comment

A "General" comment was added: "1) WCC have no grounds to refuse this application under the
terms of the HS2 Act, however, concerns remain relating to the length of time this closure and
associated diversion route included in this application will be in place for, which seems excessive in
relation to the works associated with constructing the pedestrian crossing facilities. It is essential that
HS2 and contractors liaise closely with the community throughout the build phase. Pedestrian
access to properties and school should be maintained at all times. Consideration should be given to
the potential for rat running of traffic through the Cala homes development and the impact on local
residents that this might have. 2) HS2/ its contractors are required to carry out specific and
appropriate advance communication with local communities, and all stakeholders to make them
aware of the impacts of this consent including the impact on bus routes and users. The notice to
undertake these works must be published on Commonplace prior to the start of works to enable
WCC to list in on https://one.network/" #TA003THW-AN-WCC-LM-624-CMNT-02

hs2consents@warwickshire.gov.uk

18/08/2020
16:33 Comment A "General" comment was added: "Please make it clear if closure is 8am to 6pm or 24/7"

#TA003THW-AN-WCC-LM-624-CMNT-01 hs2consents@warwickshire.gov.uk

14/08/2020
15:28 Application Application submitted #TA003THW-AN-WCC-LM-624-01

14/08/2020
15:28 Work Works record created for planned work #TA003THW-AN-WCC-LM-624

Applications

Reference Works category Start date End date Status
TA003THW-AN-WCC-LM-624-01 (/works/TA003THW-AN-WCC-LM-624/permits/TA003THW-AN-WCC-LM-624-01) HS2 (Highway) 24/08/2020 18/12/2020 Granted

Reinstatement sites

No reinstatements have been registered

Inspections

Add an inspection (/works/TA003THW-AN-WCC-LM-624/inspection)

https://www.manage-roadworks.service.gov.uk/works/TA003THW-AN-WCC-LM-624/permits/TA003THW-AN-WCC-LM-624-01
https://www.manage-roadworks.service.gov.uk/works/TA003THW-AN-WCC-LM-624/inspection
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No inspections have been recorded

Schedule inspection (/works/TA003THW-AN-WCC-LM-624/scheduled-inspections/schedule)

Fixed penalty notices (FPN)

No FPNs issued

Additional files

Add a file (/works/TA003THW-AN-WCC-LM-624/upload-file)
No files have been uploaded yet

Add a comment

Topic Select a topic

Comment 
 For internal use only

Add comment

https://www.manage-roadworks.service.gov.uk/works/TA003THW-AN-WCC-LM-624/scheduled-inspections/schedule
https://www.manage-roadworks.service.gov.uk/works/TA003THW-AN-WCC-LM-624/upload-file



